BBSI Interior Office Lighting
La Quinta, CA

BARRETT BUSINESS SERVICES, INC. (BBSI) is a company
that focuses on improving businesses both large and small.
Working with thousands of clients, BBSI prides themselves
on analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of companies
in order to help them improve and strive for greatness. From
evaluating the current situation to making recommendations
for improvements, the main priority of BBSI is to understand
the mission of the client company and make changes that
will improve operations. BBSI strives itself as being the all-inone company for delivering hands-on business management
services at a reasonable price. When it came time to expand
and move into a new office space based in the La Quinta area,
the decision to go with DECO Lighting’s LED line of interior
luminaires was simple due to DECO’s unbeatable warranty on
all LED lighting products and the focus DECO places on being
easy to conduct business with.

A DECO Lighting featured Application.

“When explaining to the client the benefits of using
DECO Lighting products, which included a sample of
the flat panel in action and factoring in the Made in USA
quality, 10-year warranty, and relationship between
our teams, they agreed to move forward with DECO
Lighting for all fixture types on the project.”
Dan Hengstler from Priority Lighting

PRIORITY LIGHTING, THE SALES REPRESENTATIVE ON THE PROJECT, put together
a state-of-the art Title 24 compliant lighting system that incorporated both motion sensing
and daylight harvesting technology. Utilizing a range of innovative controls solutions from
Leviton, including occupancy sensors and dimming control switches, Priority Lighting was
able to deliver maximum ROI in conjunction with DECO Lighting LED products. All sensors
are monitored to maximize energy efficiency and prevent excessive energy consumption.
DECO Lighting and Priority Lighting maintain a strong business relationship to cover the
Inland Empire area within California, designed to create a standard of providing cuttingedge, sustainable technology solutions to customers and provide maximum benefit for all
parties involved.

DECO Lighting Fixtures Installed
After reviewing in-depth photometrics and controls layouts,
along with seeing samples of the LED luminaires, BBSI chose to
move forward with DECO Lighting and utilize the razor-thin SFPLED Flat Panel to illuminate their newly-constructed modern
office space. Available in 1x4, 2x2 and 2x4 sizes, the SFP-LED
continues to push the performance of low-profile interior office
luminaires by delivering bright and evenly-dispersed lighting.
Additionally, 8-foot and 12-foot BEAM-LED architectural linear
luminaires were installed in conference areas with both downlight
and uplight to provide additional illumination and create a unique
focal point in these interior spaces. Installation of these LED
fixtures resulted in a reduction of quantities needed to illuminate
the space as opposed to using fluorescent luminaires, which
reduced total material costs and will lead to an expected 50%
energy savings versus a fluorescent system. In addition to their
energy-saving performance, the SFP-LED and BEAM-LED
luminaires are backed by DECO’s industry-leading 10-year,
100,000-hour warranty that covers both labor costs and lumen
depreciation of fixtures.
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SFP-LED 2x2 Flat Panel

40W (Select-A-Watt Adjustable Driver)
4000K - 4 units

SFP-LED 2x4 Flat Panel

40W (Select-A-Watt Adjustable Driver)
4000K - 106 units

BEAM-LED Direct/Indirect Lighting

8’ and 12’ Models
4000K - 3 Units

